WEBINAR

The Faculty Workload and Rewards Project
Final Capstone Reflections
Monday, November 18, 11:15 am Eastern

What are the most intractable problems that institutions face as they go about creating workload reform to be more strategic and equitable?

What are the cultural immunities to change we need to examine?

What did exploration of these issues with academic departments and small colleges teach us about equity-minded workload reform that can be useful for your department, college, or university?

Date: November 18, 2019
Time: 11:15 am – 12:30 pm Eastern
Register Here or visit https://go.umd.edu/workload
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The Faculty Workload and Rewards Project is an NSF ADVANCE funded, collaborative, action research project. Academic department teams study their own workload data, consider and then adopt policies and practices to ensure equity in how teaching and service is taken up, assigned, and rewarded.

This project is funded by the National Science Foundation under ADVANCE Award: 1463898. Visit https://facultyworkloadandrewardsproject.umd.edu/ or email facultyworkloadandrewards@gmail.com for more information.